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Sourcing: Roughly ~30-40% of the parts sourced for ventilators are 
niche, manufactured specifically for ventilators

Examples of niche parts

Adjustable metal arm

Custom plastic housing

Medical grade power supply 
cord

Ventilator specific airway 
tubing

Electronic chip sensors
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Sourcing: Ventilators parts can be segmented into four categories; 
some present a bottleneck risk as OEMs seek to rapidly expand 
production

Niche parts can be grouped into four segments Parts can be assessed across criteria to determine risk

• Supplier ability to scale production

– Parts differ in production run timing and frequency  

– Parts differ in manufacturer ability and willingness to shift capacity  

• OEM ability to re-engineer part quickly (if shortage occurs)

– OEMs would work with a supplier to re-engineer a new alternative part to 
address the shortage 

– Parts vary in terms of re-engineering complexity and time required to produce 

– Parts also vary in terms of supplier capacity to produce 

1

2

Printed circuit 
boards 

Each ventilator contains ~10-15 PCBs that control 
electronics; some of these PCBs contain niche sensors that 
are designed for specific ventilator models 

Electronic power 
supplies

Common electrical components (e.g. voltage regulators, 
power inverters, etc.) that are less complex and widely 
available 

Plastics / metals Plastic ventilator box that is custom to each model and 
other sub-components made of hard plastic 

Mechanicals Primarily valves that open and close so the ventilator can 
push air and allow the patient to exhale
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Sourcing: Supply chain evolve rapidly and tend to be OEM-specific; 
PCB production is challenging to scale or re-engineer designs quickly

Supplier ability to scale production OEM ability to re-engineer part quickly

Printed circuit 
boards (PCB)

Low Chips are produced monthly / quarterly in short runs on 
semiconductor fabs that run on strict schedules 

Unclear how likely manufacturers are to modify schedule due to 
small runs and high costs

Low Shortages of niche sensors would drive OEMs to work with suppliers 
to re-engineer circuit boards with available sensors 

PCBs are highly complex; the normal re-engineer lifecycle is 120-180 
days; at minimum, process would take 90 days 

Electronic power 
supplies

Medium Existing suppliers can scale capacity 2-3x by running 24/7 
operations 

Long lead time for new equipment (~4-6 months)

High Power supplies can be redesigned much faster than PCBs, and 
substitute parts are widely available 

Plastics / metals High Can scale capacity 2-3x by running 24/7 operations 

Shorter lead time for equipment to increase capacity, relative to 
electronics and mechanicals 

Low • The tools used to injection mold plastic parts are complex and 
require ~4-6 months to design and test 

• If a shortage occurred with a custom injection molded part (e.g. 
ventilator box), it would be faster to increase capacity with the 
existing supplier than to design a new tool 

Mechanicals Medium Existing suppliers can scale capacity 2-3x by running 24/7 
operations 

Long lead time for new equipment (~4-6 months)

Medium Mechanical parts in ventilators are somewhat complex and often 
control critical functions (e.g. compress the air inside of 
ventilators) 

The re-engineer process would be lengthy, but not as lengthy as PCBs

This should not be interpreted as a list of 
products OEMs are currently requesting


